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DEP.\RT:\IE:\'T OF HE.\1.Tll ,\l\"D HL\L\X SER\'ICES 

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

MAY 2 1 2014 

Mr. Mark P. McGreevy, Executive Director 
The Assistance Fund, lnc. 
4700 Millenia Boulevard, Suite 310 
Orlando, Florida 32839 

Re: OIG Advisory Opinion 10-07, as modified 

Dear Mr. McGreevy: 

The Office oflnspector General (OIG) issued Advisory Opinion 10-07 to The Assistance Fund, Inc. 
(Requestor) on May 26,2010 and modified it on May 19,201 l. This advisory opinion is among a 
number of similar opinions that we issued regarding patient assistance programs (PAPs) operated by 
independent charities

7 
since we_g~blished the '"OIG Special Advi~ory Bulletin on ~atient Assistance 

Programs for Part D Enrollees m 2005 (2005 SAB). In that guidance, we explamed that we could 
only speculate on fraud and abuse risk areas, because the Part D benefit had not yet begun. 

Since the issuance of the 2005 SAB and Advisory Opinion 10-07, we have gained experience with 
the Part D program and with the operations of independent charity P APs. That experience has 
taught us that these types of PAPs have not always operated as we expected. As a result, we are 
issuing additional guidance to the public regarding independent charity PAPs. A copy of our 
''Supplemental Special Advisory Bulletin: Independent Charity Patient Assistance Programs" 
(Supplemental Bulletin) is enclosed with this letter. 

Through the advisory opinion process, we approve only those arrangements or proposed 
arrangements that we conclude pose a minimal risk of fraud and abuse. Pursuant to 42 CFR 
1008.45, advisory opinions are issued without prejudice to the right of the 010 to reconsider the 
questions involved and, where the public interest requires, to rescind, tem1inate or modify the 
advisory opinions. Because we no longer believe that certain aspects of Advisory Opinion 10~07, as 
modified, pose a sufficiently low risk of fraud and abuse, we will require certain changes going 
forward for Requestor to retain its favorable advisory opinions. 

(1) Requestor certified that it would define its disease funds: (a) in accordance with widely 
recognized clinical standards; (b) without reference to specific symptoms, the severity of symptoms, 
the method of administration ofdrugs, or the availability of associated genetic testing; and ( c) in a 
manner that covers a broad spectrum of available products. We are concerned that some 
organizations are defining disease funds too narrowly. Going forward, we will expressly require 
that disease funds not be defined with reference to stages of a disease or the drugs or treatments to 
be included in the fund. Although we believed these criteria to be implicit, we want to be clear in 
the opinion. Thus, with this more explicit explanation, we ask Requestor to certify that its disease 
funds will not be defined by reference to specific symptoms, severity of symptoms, method of 

1 70 Fed. Reg. 70623 (Nov. 22, 2005). 
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Page 2 - Re: OIG Advisory Opinion 10-07, as modified 

administration of drugs, stages ofa particular disease, type of drug treatment, or any other way of 
narrowing the definition of widely recognized disease states. 

(2) Many of the opinions we have issued include a caveat that there may be "rare instances" of 
single-drug funds. This language did not appear in Advisory Opinion 10-07 because Requestor 
certified that each of the proposed funds identified in that opinion would provide copayment 
assistance for several different specialty medications. However, Requestor's initial request letter, 
dated November 4, 2009, included this caveat, and we recognize that Requestor could be relying on 
it as it develops additional disease funds. We intend to remove this or similar language from any 
opinion in which it appears. Therefore, we ask Requestor to certify that it does not maintain any 
disease funds that cover only one drug covered by Medicare for the disease(s) in a particular disease 
fund or only one pharmaceutical manufacturer (including its affiliates) that makes or markets all of 
the Medicare-covered drugs for the disease(s) in a particular disease fund. Alternatively, if 
Requestor maintains, and proposes to continue to maintain, a particular disease fund, which is 
legitimately defined, that covers only a single drug or the drugs ofa single manufacturer, we ask 
that Requestor provide specific infonnation about that fund, and we would consider each such fund 
on a case-by-case basis. Before submitting information regarding a single-drug fund for our 
consideration, please consider alternatives to single-drug coverage. Such alternatives include, but 
are not limited to: combining two or more related disease funds; expanding the definition of a 
disease fund; covering any drugs needed by financially qualified patients with the particular disease 
that is the subject ofthe fund; or covering copayments for all items and services needed by such 
patients. 

(3) We also have issued a number of advisory opinions that allow PAPs to include only high-cost 
or specialty drugs. For the reasons articulated in the attached Supplemental Bulletin, we no longer 
believe, as a general matter, that disease funds that cover copayments only for expensive or 
specialty drugs pose a sufficiently low risk of fraud and abuse to permit us to continue to grant 
PAPs prospective immunity in connection with those disease funds. Thus, to maintain a favorable 
opinion, we ask that Requestor's disease funds include all products, including generic or 
bioequivalent drugs, that are covered by Medicare when prescribed for the treatment of the disease 
state(s) covered by the fund. Alternatively, Requestor may certify that its disease funds include all 
products, including generic or bioequivalent drugs, approved by the Food and Drug Administration 
for treatment of the disease state(s) covered by the fund. If Requestor desires to maintain a 
particular fund that does not support all drugs approved for the relevant disease state, please provide 
evidence that the fund poses a minimal risk of fraud and abuse and therefore warrants a favorable 
opinion. 

Enclosed is a draft document including proposed certifications to address the points described 
above. You may propose new certifications or modifications to these proposed certifications to 
update Advisory Opinion I 0-07, as modified, consistent with OIG guidance. 

As stated in Advisory Opinion l 0-07, the OIG will not proceed against Req uestor with respect to 
any action that is part of the arrangement described in the opinion, taken in good faith reliance on 
the opinion, as long as all of the material facts were fully, completely, and accurately presented, and 
the arrangement in practice has comported with the information provided. Requestor's 
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Page 3 - Re: OIG Advisory Opinion 10-07, as modified 

favorable advisory opinion will continue to protect the arrangement described in the opinion 
until such time as we issue a final notice ofmodification or teTITiination to Requcstor. 
Conversely, as we reference in the Supplemental Bulletin, to the extent that any material facts 
were not fully, completely, and accurately presented, or the arrangement in practice has not 
comported with the information provided in connection with the advisory opinion, as modified, 
then the arrangement would not be protected. 

We would like to work with you to achieve a further modification ofAdvisocy Opinion 10-07 
that will pennit Requestor to continue to meet the needs of patients, while reducing the risk of 
fraud and abuse. As part of this process, this letter constitutes preliminary notice to you, 
pursuant to 42 CFR 1008.45, of our intent to terminate or modify Advisory Opinion 10-07, as 
modified, as described above, subject to your right to respond. You have 30 days from the date 
of this letter to provide the information solicited above, and any other infonnation you want the 
OIG to consider in evaluating the need to modify or terminate this opinion. 

Please send such information to the following address: 

Chief, Industry Guidance Branch 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
Office of Counsel to the Inspector General 
Cohen Building - Room 5527 
330 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, DC 20201 

lf you have any questions regarding this letter or the Supplemental Bulletin or anticipate that you 
will be unable to submit a complete response within 30 days despite a good faith effort, please 
contact the Industry Guidance Branch attorney assigned to your opinion, Heather Westphal 
within 14 days. Ms. Westphal can be reached at or 

If you do not submit a response or contact the assigned 
attorney within the relevant time period, the OIG will make its decision based on currently 
available information. You will be informed of the decision. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory E. Demske 
Chief Counsel to the Inspector General 

Enclosures 
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Draft 
Proposed Certifications 

The Assistance Fund, Inc. (Requestor) certifies as follows, in connection \\'1th the proposed 
further modification of Advisory Opinion 10-07, as previously modified on May 19, 2011: 

( l) Requestor will not define its disease funds by reference to speci fie symptoms, severity of 
symptoms, method of administration of drugs, stages of a particular disease, type of drug 
treatment, or any other way of narrowing the definition of widely recognized disease states. 

(2) Requestor v1.ill not maintain any disease fund that provides copayment assistance for only 
one drug, or only the drugs made or marketed by one manufacturer or its affiliates. 

(3) Requestor will not limit its assistance to high-cost or specialty drugs. Instead, Requestor will 
make assistance available for all products, including generic or bioequivalent drugs, covered by 
Medicare when prescribed for the treatment of the disease states covered by the fund. [ Alternate: 
Requestor will make assistance available for all products, including generic or bioequivalent 
drugs, approved by the Food and Drug Administration for treatment of the disease state(s) 
covered by the fund.] 

(4) [Reserved: to be added by Requestor, if necessary.] 

Except as expressly provided above, all other facts to which Requester certified in its 
submissions in connection with Advisory Opinion 10-07 and its modification remain accurate. 
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Supplemental Special Advisory Bulletin: Independent Charity 

Patient Assistance Programs 

I. Introduction 

Patients who can~ot afford tjeir cost-shari~g obligations 

for prescription drugs may be able to obtain financial 

assis-cance through a patient assista~ce program (PAP). PAPs 

have long provided important: safe::.y net assistance to such 

patients, many of wnom have chronic illnesses and high drug 

cos-cs. ~any PAPs also present a risk of fraud, waste, and abuse 

with respect to Medicare and other Federal health care programs. 

We issued a Special Advisory Bulletin regarding PAPs in 2005 1 

(the 2005 SABj in anticipation of questions like:y to arise in 

connection with the Medicare Part D benefit. In the 2005 SAB, 

we addressed dif~erent types of PAPs and stat:ed that: we believed 

la\oiful avenues exist for pharmacec.ti.cal ma::rnfac::urers and others 

to help ensure that all Part D beneficia~ies can afford 

medically necessary drugs. 2 We also noted in the 2005 SAB that 

we could only speculate on fraud and abuse risk areas, because 

1 CIS Special Adv~sory Bullet~n on Patien~ Assista~ce ?rcgrams for ~edicare 
Part D Enro:lees, 70 Fed. Reg. 7C623 (~ov. 22, 2005), ava~lable at: 
l:ttp; / /oig. ::--.h:s. gov/ fra1,;ci/docs/ a::..ertsandbc.l le-::: ins/2005/ 2:J05?A?SpeciclAC:visor, B 
ulletin.odf. 

2 T::e 2005 SA3 focused o:: ?A?s under the the:::-c.pcor..ing Part D progra::n, but 
::he guida::ce also referenced co-payme::t assistance prograrr.s for drugs covered 
under Medicare ?art B. Altho~gh these Medicare programs differ, and the 
::ypes of ?A?s ~~y differ, the princ~ples set =ort~ -~ the 2005 SAB and herein 
apply regardless of which Federal heal~h care program (as de~ined in section 
1128B(f) of the Social SecJr_ty Act {the Act)! covers ~he drugs. 

1 
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the Part D benefit had not yet begLln. This Supplementa~ Special 

Advisory Bulletin (Supplemental Bulletin) ~s based on experience 

we have gained i~ the intervening years; iL is not intended to 

replace the 2005 SAB, nor does it replace other re~evaBt 

guidance, such as the 2002 OIG Special Advisory Bulle~in on 

Offering Gifts and Other Inducemen~s to Beneficiaries. 3 

We continue to be:ieve that properly structured PA?s can 

help Fede~al health care program beneficiaries. T~is 

Supplemental Bulleti~ provides additional guidance regarding 

PAPs operated by independent charities (Independent Charity 

PAPs) that provide cost-sharing assistance for prescription 

drugs. To address some of the specific risks that have come to 

our attention in recent years, tnis guidance discGsses 

problematic features of PAPs with ~espect to the anti kickback 

statute, section l128B(b) of ~he Act, 4 and ~he provision of the 

Civil Monetary Penalties Law prohibiting inducements to Medicare 

and Medicaid beneficiaries (Beneficiary Inducements CMP), 

section 1128A(a) (5) of the Act. 5 Other potential risk areas, 

inc~uding, for example, potential liability ~nder the False 

3 The 2C02 OIG Special Advisory Bulletin o~ Offe"inq Gifts a~c O~he~ 
I~d~cements ~o Beneficiaries is avai~able at: 
http;//oi~.hhs.gov/fraud/dccs/alertsa~ci.bulleti~s/SA8Giftsandind~cemen~s.pdf. 

~2 U.S.C. :320a-7b(b;. 

42 t:.S.C. 1320a-7a(a) :s). 

2 
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Claims Act, 31 ~-S.C. 3729-33, or other Federal or State laws, 

are not addressed here. 

II. The Anti-Kickback Statute and the Beneficiary Inducements 

CMP 

The anti-kickbac~ s~atute makes it a criminal offense to 

knowingly and willfully offer, pay, solicit, or receive any 

remuneratior: to i;:iciuce or reward the referral or generation of 

business reimbursable by any Federal healt~ care program, 

including Medicare and Medicaid. Where rem~neration is paid 

purposefu1ly co induce or reward referrals of items or services 

payable by a Federal heal~h care program, the anti-kickback 

statute is violated. By its terms, the statute ascribes 

cri~inal liability to parties on both sides of an impermissible 

~kickback" transaction. For purposes of the anti-kickback 

statute, "remuneration" includes the transfer of anything of 

value, directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, in cash or 

in ~ind. The statute has been icterpreted to cover acy 

arrangement where one purpose of the remuneration was to give or 

obtain money for the referral of services or to induce further 

referrals. Violation of che statute constitu~es a felor.y 

pur.ishaole by a maximum fine of $25,000, imprisonment up to 5 

years, or bo-:h. o:;:G may also ini t.iate administrat-=-- ve 

proceedings to exclude a person from Federal health care 

3 
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programs or to impose civil monetary penalties for kickback 

violations under sections 1128(b) (7) and 1128A(a) (7) of the Act. 6 

Two rernunerative aspects of PAP arrangements require 

scrutiny undel:' the anti..;.kickbac::k statute; donor tontrib1.1tions 

to PAPs (which can also be analyzed as indi~ect remuneration to 

patients} and PAPsr gr9-nts to patients. lf a dqtt~tion is- rt\~de 

to a PAP t:o induce the PAP ;:o recommend or arrange for ;:he 

pur,chase of the donor's federally reimb1.u::;sable it.ams, the 

statute could be violated. Similarly, if a PAP's grant of 

financial assistance to a patient is ~ade to influence the 

pati~i'lt to pu.,r¢hase (..9:i:: to ind,t:ice the patient's physician to 

prescribe) certain items, the statute also could be violated. A 

deterrriinati<>tl x:egard±ng whethE!r ·.,;i: part:Lc1..tl,.ar arrangement 

violates the anti-kickback statute requires an individualized 

evaluation of all of. the releva.rtt facts. <iild circ:.~.!!l;tances, 

including the parties' intent. for PAP$, the nature, st1;ucture, 

sponsorship, and funding of the particular PAP are fac~ors 

releve2nt to the analysis. 

The Beneficiary Inducements CM? provides for the imposition 

of civil mon,et;ary pen:alties agai:nst any person that offers or 

transfers remuneratioti to a Medicare or State health care 

prog~am (as defined under section 1128(h) of the Act) 

6 42 u.s.c. 1320a-7(b) ;7) and 42 u.s.c .. 1320a-7a(a) (7). 

4 
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beneficiary that the benefactor knows or should ~now is likely 

to infiuence the beneficiary to order or receive fro~ a 

particular prov~der, practitioner, or supplier any item or 

service for which payment may be made, in w~o~e or in part, by 

Medicare or a State health care program. OIG ~ay initiate 

administrative proceedings to seek such CMPs and exclude such 

person from the Federal heaith care programs. A subsidy for 

cost-sharing obligat~ons provioed by a pharmaceutical 

manufacturer through a PAP ~ay i~plicate the Beneficiary 

Inducements CMP, if the subsidy is likely to influence a 

Medicare or State health care program beneficiary's selection of 

a particular provider, practitioner, or supplier, such as by 

making eligibility dependent on the pat~ent's use of certain 

presc=ibing physicians or certain pha=macies to dispense the 

drugs. 

III. Independent Charity PAPs 

Longstanding OIG guidance, including the 2005 SAB, makes 

clear tha~ pharmaceLltical ~anufacturers can effectively 

contribute to the sa=ety net by making cash donations to 

independent, bona fide charitable assistance programs. The 2005 

SAB sets forth a nuI!'ber of fac:.ors tl::at ·.,,,e continc1e to believe 

are fundareental to a properly struc~ured =~dependent Charity 

PAP. See 70 Fed. Reg. at 70626-27. Many o= these =actors 

relate to the independence of the charity, as discussed further 

5 
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be.::..ow. :n this Supple~ental Bulletin, we expand on our previous 

guidance in that regard, focusing on three areas: disease 

funds, eligible recipien~s, and the conduct of donors. 

A. Disease Funds 

As we explained in the 2005 SAB, we recognize that bona 

fide independent chari~ies ~ay reasonably focus their efforts on 

patien~s with particJlar diseases (such as cancer or diabetes) 

and that, in general, the fact that a pharmace~tica: 

manufacturer's donations to ar. independent charity are earmarked 

for one or ~ore broad disease funds should not significantly 

raise the risk of abuse. At the time, however, we also 

expressed our concern that, in some cases, charities might 

define their disease funds so narrowly that the earmarking 

effectively results in a donor's subsidization of its own 

produc::s. Over the past several years, we have become awa:!:'e 

that some Independent Charity PAPs are, in fact, es::ablishing 

narrowly defined disease funds and covering a linited number of 

drugs wi~hin those funds. ~o address this developmen~, we 

discuss and expand on so~e of the safeguards t~at we originally 

set f8r~h in the 2005 SAB to reduce the risk of abuse. We 

reiterate here that an Independent Charity PAP ffiJSt not function 

as a conduit £or payments or other benefits from the 

pharmaceutical manufacturer to ?atients and must no~ 

impermissibly influence beneficiaries' drug choices. 

6 
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One of the points we made in the Independent Charity PAPs 

section of the 2005 SAB was that pharmaceutical .manufacturers 

and their affiliates should not exert any direct or indirect 

influence or control over t~e charity or its assistance program. 

We, also sta,ted that d:e>Jtors sh:Qfflc:i not iri:f::I,uence the

identification of disease ~unds 7 and ~hat we would be concerned 

if disease funds were d:efined: l::,y referen.i;::~ to S!)E:!C:ific syrtiptoms1 

severity of symptoms, or the method of a:dministtat:i.on of drugs. 

These were merely exarnples--not an exclll3ive list--of improperly 

narrow approaches to defining disease funds. For example; we 

also are concerned about disease funds defined by reference to 

tlJ,$, $tages 6-:f. 21 part:icular disease, th,e type of drug treatment, 

and any other ways of narrowing the definition of wide~y 

rec9gnized disease ~ti:i,tes. A charity witn narrowly defined 

disease funds may be subject to scrutiny i..f the disease funds 

result in funding exclusively or primarily the p.roducts of 

donors or i-f other faots and cii::qumstam:::es suggest that the 

disease fund is operated to induce the purchase of donors' 

products. 8 

1 The 2005 SAB used the term "disease categcries." Our experience since 2005 
suggests that the term "disease fund" is more accurate in this context. 

3 Thi.is j_s true eveil if the ctiarity has ol:)tained a favorabJ,.e advisory ,opinion, 
because favorable opin~ons relaced to PAPs typically are based upo~ the 
charity's certifications that: Ill no donor or affilia~e of any donor has 
exerted or will exert any direct or indirect influence er control over the 

1 
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We also are increasingly concerned about Independent 

Charity PAPs that choose to establish or operate disease funds 

that limit assistance to a subset of a-,railable products. 

Through our advisory opinion process, we have seen Independent 

copayments only for expensive or specialty drugs. We are 

concerned th~t funds lltrtited lri t:his m~n.1:1.~r may rtqt: be 

beneficial to patient:$ or Federal health care programs. 

Beneficiaries should not be tied to a particular product, or to 

a subset of available products, to rece.:L:ve or conti:nue their 

assistance. Although we recognize t~at a patient prescribed an 

exp~n.sive drµg tnay hav'!e Ji greater need .for financial assistance 

than a patient prescribed a less expensive alternative, we are 

concerned thc3,t limit:i.rig PAP cqat:-.shari11g support :to expensive 

products may steer p~tients in a .manner that is costly to 

Federal health care programs and may even facilitate increases 

in cirug prices. Moreover, whiatl:l.E:tr a di:ug ,is "expenaive" ls a 

relative question that depends, in part, on ~he fina~cial 

charity or any of the cha•rity' s pro9:1:~1:1t$; !2) th.e• (;:.harity wi11 defin¢ l:t:s 
diseas~ £~ads in accordance iit~ widely recognized =l~nic~l sta~da~ds and in 
a manner that covers a broad spectrum of available ?roducts; anti (3) the 
charity's disease funds will not be defined by reference to specific 
symptoms, sev.erity of symptoms, or tb:e method of ad.rninistrati.on of drugs.. If 
th~ ar:range.ment ..i;io.es not Jri practic~ p9It1pOrt with the fact:$< presented in the 
advi$6:t'Y opinion., ther: the arrangem~11,t ts not pr(jtected by the opinion. All 
cf our aavisory ~pinions ar~ available on the OIG Web site at: 
http://oig.hh,.gov/:::onpliance/advisory-op.:..nicne/index.a.so. 
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resou~ces of the consumer; even a generic drug can be expensive 

for some patients. F~nally, limit~ng assistance to certain 

drugs may s~eer patients away from potentially more beneficial 

products because ass~stance is available for one treatment and 

not another. Consequently, a fund will be subject to more 

scrutiny if it is limited to a subset of available products, 

rather than all products approved by the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) :or treatment of the disease state(s) 

covered by the fund or al~ products covered by the relevant 

Federal health care program when prescribed for the treatment of 

the disease states (including generic or bioequivalent drugs) 9 

The 2005 SAB acknowledged that, in rare circumstances, 

there may be only one drug covered by Part D for the disease(s) 

in a partic~lar disease fund or only one pharmaceutical 

manufacturer (including its affiliates) that makes all of the 

Part D covered dr~gs for the disease(s) in a particular disease 

ft_;_nd. The 2:)05 SAB noted tha::., in these unusual circums::.ances, 

the fact that a disease fund includes only one dr~g or drugs 

made by one manufac~urer wou:d not, standing alone, be 

determinative cf an anti-kickback statute violation. A 

~ An Independent C:-iari :.y PAI? .:..s not req·..:.:..red to provide assista::.ce fer drugs 
prescr_bed off-label. However, we wculd expect a tr~-Y in~ependent ctaricy 
to creat all its funds equally. Thus, if the Indepe~dect Charity PAP offered 
assistacce for all dr~gs covered by Medicare in Fund A, but limited 
ass1stacce offered ~or ?und B to ?DA-approved uses, the funds co~ld be 
s~bject to scrutiny to determine whether either coverage deter~i~at_on was 
nade to bec.efi~ a donor. 

9 
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determination of an anti-kickback statcte violation can be made 

only on a case-by-case basis after examining ~he applicable 

fac~s and circumstances, incl~ding the intent of the parties. 

Notwithstanding the need for an individualized analysis, a 

disease =und that covers only a single product, or the products 

made or marketed by only a single manufacturer that is a major 

donor to the fund, will be subject to scrutiny. When 

determining whether an anti-kickback vio:ation occurred, we 

woulci consider, arrcong other factors, whether t:1e disease fund in 

question appears to be r.arrowly defined in a manner that favors 

any of the fund's donors. 

While we understand that nany charities have 'imited 

resources and seek to use them tc assist patients with the 

greatest financial need, assessing a patient's financial need is 

a separate concern from determining which drugs to include in a 

disease ~und. Narrowly defining disease funds or limiting 

disease zunds to Frovide assisLance only for expensive drugs can 

result in steering patients to the drugs for which assistance is 

available. ~his type of steering increases the likelihood that 

the donors could use the PAPs as improper conduits to provide a 

subsidy to patients who use the donors' own products. This 

potentially increases costs to the Federal heal~h care programs 

in cases where a lower cost, equa:ly effective drug is 

available. Moreover, the ability to subsidize copayments for 

10 
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their own products may encourage manufacL1rers to increase 

prices, po~entially at additional cost ~o ?ederal health care 

programs and beneficiaries who are unable ~o obtain copaynen~ 

si..:pport. 

In short, disease funds should be defined in accordance 

with widely recognized clinical standards and in a manner that 

covers a broad spectrum of products; disease f~nds should not be 

defined for the purpose of limiting the drugs for which the 

Independent Charity PAP provides assistance. 

B. Eligible Recipients 

It has come to our attent~on t~at some Independent Charity 

PAPs have started operating, or seek to operate, funds that 

provide financial assistance only to Feceral health care program 

beneficiaries. We do not believe that t~e mere fact that a fund 

serves only Federal health care program beneficiaries increases 

risk to the Federal health care programs. In fact, we issued a 

favorable advisory opinion to an Independent C~arity PAP that 

intended ~o develop a fund to serve only ~edicare 

beneficiaries.~ 0 The safeguards regarding defini~g disease funds 

and recipient eligibility described in the 2005 SAS and in this 

Supplementa: Bulletin, when properly implemented, s~ould 

sufficiently protect Federa: health care programs. 

:o See Modification of CIG Advisory Opinion 07-06, available at: 
:ittp://oig.hhs.g::,v/fraud/do-:::s/adviso1:yop:.::-iicns/20111Adv0pn07-06_mod.pdf. 

11 
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Regardless of whether a fund is available to all patients 

or is limited to Federal health care program beneficiaries, the 

Independent Charity PAP nust determine eligibi~ity according to 

a reasonable, verifiable, and uniform meas·Jre of financial need 

that is applied in a consistent manner. Some Independent 

Charity PAPs base ~heir eligibili~y criteria on the poverty 

guidelines, which take into account family size, for deter~ining 

financial need. As we explained in the 2005 SAB, Independen~ 

Charity PAPs also have the flexibility to consider relevant 

variaoles beyond income. Other variables Ir.depende~t Charity 

PAPs may choose to consider, for example, are the local cost of 

living and the scope and extent of a patient's total medical 

bills. We are not recommending or requiri~g any parLicular 

method for assessing financial need. We do, however, want to 

e~phasize that tte cost of the particular drug for which the 

patient is applying =or assistance is not an appropriate stand

alone factor in determining individJal financial need; it is 

likely one of many obligations that affects the patient's 

financial circumstances. We also note ttat generous ~inancial 

need criteria, particularly when a fucd is limited to a subset 

of available drugs or the drugs of a major do~or, could be 

evidence of intent to fu~d a substantial part of the copayments 

for a particular drug (or drugs) for ~he purpose of inducing the 
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~se of that drug (or those d:::::~gs), rather than for the purpose 

of supporting fi~ancially !1.eedy patients diagnosed witt a 

particular disease. 

C. Conduct of Donors 

Thus far, this Supplemental Bulletin has focused on :he 

conduct of Independent Charity PAPs. Simi:ar~y, wten we have 

issued favorable advisory opinions regarding Independer.t Charity 

PAPs, ~he focus has been on the charities :hat requested the 

o?inions--not the donors.:1 In requesting an opinion, a charity 

certifies ~o actions it wil~ take to ensure the independence of 

the PAP from the donors. The charity is not in a position to 

cer~ify as to the actions of the donors with parties outside the 

a:::::rangeme!'lt. For example, an adviscry opinion issued to an 

~ndependent charity regarding the PAP it operates typically 

states that the charity has cer~ified that it will provide 

donors only with repor~s inc~~ding data such as the aggregate 

number of applicants for ass~stance, ~he aggregate number of 

patients q~alifying for assistance, and the aggregate amount 

disbursed =rom the fund during that reporting period. Thus, the 

charity would no~ give a donor any information that would enable 

a donor to correlate the amount or frequency of its cio~ations 

An advisory op~cion has no applicat~on to, and cannot be relied upon by, 
a~y individual or enti=y other than t::e requester of t~e opinion. Thus, a 
donor is not protected by an aavisory opinion issued on:y to the entity to 
w::ich it donates. See section 1128D(b) (4) (A\ of the Act (42 C.S.C. 1320a-
7d;b) (4) i.Ai); 42 CFR 1008.53. 
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wi::.h the number of aid recipients w:10 use its products or 

services or ~he volume of those products supported by tne PAP. 

The 9rocedures descr~bed in these cer~i=~cations are a crit~cal 

safeguard and a material fact upon which we have relied in 

issuing ~avorable advisory opinions regarding Independent 

Charity PAPs. ~~ese opin~ons do not address actions by donors 

~o correlate their funding of PAPS with support for their own 

products. Such actions may be indicative of a donor's intent to 

channel its financial support ::.o copayments of its own products, 

which would implicate the anti-kickback statute. 

IV. Conclusion 

OIG continues to believe that properly structured, 

Independent :harity PAPs provide a valuable resource to 

financially needy pa~ients. We also believe that Independent 

Charity PAPs raise serious risks of fraud, waste, and abuse f 

they are r.ot sufficiently independenL from donors. This 

Supplemental B1..1::..letin reiterates and amplifies our guidance, 

based on practices and trends we have seen in the industry. We 

recognize that some charitab2.e organizat:_ons with !?APs have 

received favorable advisory opinions ~hat xay include features 

that are discouraged in this Supplemental Bulletin. We are 

writing to all Independent Charity PAPs that have received 

:avorable opinions to explain how we intend to work with the~ to 

ensure that approved arrangements are consistent with our 
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guidance. We anticipate that some opinions wi:1 need to be 

modified. We will post any such flodifications on our Web si~e 

witj ~he original opir.ior.s, consiste~~ with our current 

practice. Favorable advisory opinions will ccn~inue to protect 

the arrangements described in t~e opinions until we issue any 

fir.al notice of ~odi:ication or termination to the requesters of 

those opi:1ions. It is our ir.tent ~hat there be no disruption of 

patient care d~ring t~is process. Should donors or PAPs 

continue to have questions about the struct~re of a particular 

organization or ~ransaction, the OIG Advisory Opinion process 

remains a,,railable. Information about the process may be found 

at: http://oig.hhs.gov/faqs/adv~scr1-opi~~ons-~aq.asp. 
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